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Conclusions:

• The global financial system is the most powerful force ever invented
• It can produce both positive and negative results
• It has become so complex that few understand it, including the regulators 

charged with managing it
• Those that do understand it have an advantage over others in investment 

markets
• Lawton shares how he gained insights about the financial system 
• Lawton’s unusual knowledge of the global financial system is one of the 

keys to his extraordinary investment returns for investors
• Lawton presents solutions on how to use the financial system to help 

people by bridging surplus funds in low interest rate countries to high 
return countries such as Malaysia and the Philippines through his Smart 
Partnership Program focused on affordable housing for government 
employees



Pictures from the February 7, 2019 Manila Rotary Club speech 



So, what is the most powerful force 
ever invented, a nuclear bomb? 



• Estimates of the losses due to the 
nuclear bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki

• Lives lost: 129,000 to 226,000

• Property lost: Billions of dollars

(Wikipedia)



•How much did the 2008 
Financial Crisis cost?

•Over $22 trillion 
according to the US 
General Accounting Office



• How do you put $22 trillion in perspective?

• The cost of all foreign wars ever fought 
from the Revolutionary War to the Iraq War 
up to 2010 in current dollars was around 

• $22 trillion
(A study by the Congressional Research Service 
commissioned by Congress “Costs of Major U.S. Wars”)



• Well you may say, that is fine, but you 
cannot put a price on human life

• The Lancet: Global economic crisis linked to 
over 260,000 additional cancer deaths alone 
in OECD countries 

• Researchers from the University of Oxford 
estimated more than 10,000 "economic 
suicides" were due to the 2008 financial 
crisis 



• Conclusion:

• The global financial system is the 
most powerful force ever 
invented

• Still not convinced?

• How about as a force for good?



Lawton (L) hired by China to help modernize its 
financial system by central bank Governor Chen 
Yuan (highlighted). 1993 welcome dinner, Beijing.



• When Lawton was hired by China’s central 
bank in 1993 the average annual per capita 
GDP was a little over $1 per day

• Everyone but the communist leaders were 
dirt poor

• As China started to implement a modern 
financial system, everything changed



Average per capita GDP took off: 

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=lGVv


GDP exploded moving China from 
one of the poorest countries to the 
second largest economy in the 
world:

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=mn3S


• By adopting freer markets, with the heart 
being a modern financial system, China 
has created well  over $100 trillion in 
additional economic value than it would 
have absent a modern financial system

• JP Morgan labelled China the most 
successful economic development in the 
history of the world

• Hundreds of millions of people have been 
lifted out of poverty



Financial markets have 
increased wealth and 
helped reduce poverty 
not just in China, but 
around the world:



• Conclusion:  The modern financial system is the 
most powerful force ever invented

• So what is the problem? 
• Like nuclear reactions, it can be use for good or ill
• Unlike nuclear power, the modern financial system  

has become so complex that few understand it, 
including those responsible for managing it

• Because of this, we are in the process of another 
crisis which can be avoided by new approaches 

• Let me first give you a bit of my background, track 
record and experiences that formed my views



• I grew up in Berkeley, California, an 
intellectual college town with little 
poverty



• My father was a nuclear physicist at UC 
Berkeley for 30 years

• He worked on the Atom Bomb in WWII

• After the war he looked for ways to 
harness nuclear power for good

• He also had a real estate development 
company that I worked in from a young age

– Learned a lot about RE and markets



• My Mother was a singer

• She gave up her  promising singing career to 
raise a family

• She became private stock market investor, 
and taught me to invest in stocks when I was 
10 years old



At the tender age of 15 I toured Mexico with my 
best friend and sister without parental supervision



Mexican people were wonderful



But very poor, so I decided to figure out how to help



I got a degree from UC Berkeley in development economics  



Graduated  in 1972, took a backpack trip around the world  



Last stop, Japan



I decided Japan held some important secrets



• I was taught at UC Berkeley that economic 
development required 3 elements 
• Land
• Labor
• Capital

• Japan had few material resources (land)
• However, Japan had just finished a decade of +10% 

GDP growth and become an economic super power
• I reasoned if Japan could develop without land, they 

held secrets that maybe could be applied to other 
countries like Mexico to reduce poverty



• I moved to Japan to study the language, culture and 
economy to discover Japan’s economic secrets that my 
professors at Berkeley did not know

• Further I took an MA in International Economics at 
Monterey Institute

• My thesis decoded the Japanese economic 
development model 

• This little understood information gave me a big edge 
in investing and as an economic consultant



• Became an International Banking Officer 
as Sumitomo Bank

• Learned the inside secrets of Japanese 
trading companies

• Mastered international banking

• Then went to 
Columbia 
University to 
learn more 
about financial 
markets, earning 
an MBA in 
finance



• Became manager of 
bond investing at  
Fireman’s Fund / 
American Express

• Helped pioneer the development of 
the derivatives market as Head 
Trader for Derivatives at Wells Fargo 

• Invented the Swaption
• Produced returns of over 800%/yr. 

for 3 years, over $100 million profit



“

Lawton helped modernize China’s central bank and financial system 
over a 15 year period working with senior management of PBOC 
and China Development Bank to drive economic development



Mr. Di Weiping, former President, 
China Development Bank, HK, (R) became a Sr. 
Advisor to Seagate Global



Lawton was asked to set up the asset management function of 
China Everbright by its President Mr. Guo Yu in 2002.  

A JV was established which Seagate owns 35% and CEL 65%, 
with Lawton as CEO. 

SeaBright came to represent over 40% of the profits for CEL.

Everbright was named China’s “Outstanding Investment 
Corporation” at CAPITAL China Outstanding Enterprise Awards
further proving Lawton’s theories on the financial system.

William Lawton, Founding CEO 
China Everbright Asset Management

(Now Director, SeaBright)



Lawton’s first fund at SeaBright, one of China’s first PE funds, 
produced extraordinary returns:

CEL calculated the IRR at 429% 



Seagate invested in Goldwind Technologies in China, and then took it public.  

Goldwind headquarters and Lawton at a Goldwind wind farm in China.

Seagate has helped clean up the environment 

using the financial system:



Example of Seagate being green and producing green:
Seagate Global’s SeaBright Fund invested US$5 million in Goldwind Technology, 
helping Goldwind to become #3 worldwide in wind power, and the Fund the #3 
largest shareholder in Goldwind with 97,776,000 shares.   Share value just before 
sale on 23-11-10 was 22.38 rmb/share or:

66.3 times original $5mm, at us$331,549,527.27



Lawton was appointed to the Board of Directors of CITIC Capital 
in 2004 soon after CITIC wanted to expand into private equity 
and alternative asset management. 

Lawton spearheaded a number of successful new products.   He 
initiated an audit committee and improved risk management.   
Assets grew from nil to over $4 billion on Lawton's tenure from 
2004 to 2013. 

This experience further helped Lawton understand the impact 
of the financial system on the real economy as he helped build 
another of China’s top financial organizations. 



Understanding the intricacies of the financial system helped Lawton 
to forecast the 2008 financial crisis and position his investors to 
produce positive returns with low volatility in the disaster



Despite US government officials saying they 
did not create the 2008 Financial Crisis, there 
is evidence they did, summarized in an article 
in The Atlantic-



Such large fines have made the global financial system 
less efficient and more dangerous as banks exit markets



GE, one of the top banks in the US exited 
banking,  largely due to government over-regulation in 

continued mismanagement of the financial system



“Deutsche Bank going bankrupt could DESTROY EU and tear 
down world economy, warns investor

TROUBLED Deutsche Bank will collapse and tear down the 
world's financial system, if US authorities refuse to relax a 
£10billion fine, according to financial commentator and 
investor Jim Rogers.” October 10, 2016

US regulators almost caused another financial 
panic in 2016 by threatening to bankrupt 

Germany’s largest bank through massive fines 



Source:
Bloomberg News

However, 
alternative 
non-bank 
players, 

including 
Seagate,  are 
starting to fill 
some of the 

gap



• After the 2008 collapse Lawton realized that the global 
financial system had become so complex that it was 
unstable and becoming more inequitable

• Funds are locked in low interest rate surplus countries

• Funds are not being re-invested in investment grade 
high growth countries such as The Philippines and 
Malaysia

• Lawton started to search for alternative ways to use the 
financial system to fill the opportunity that financial 
regulators and banks were creating



Lawton, lower middle, appointed Sr. International Advisor to 
the City of Kunming, China and Yunnan Province



Lawton became an Adjunct Professor of Finance at Tsinghua University



Pivoted to the Philippines

• Engaged Dr. Estanislao, 
former Finance Minister 
as Governance Advisor (C)

• Worked with Prof. Tupaz
• Supported The 

Foundations for People 
Development

• Most importantly, joined 
in our efforts by his son, 
William VIII (R)



Brought investor delegation to The Philippines hosted by 
then President Macapagal Arroyo at Malacañang Palace



Another Seagate investor delegation to The Philippines was 
hosted at the Coconut Palace by then Vice President  Binay



Funded Community Development 
Programs in the Philippines

See www.pogecorporative.com

http://www.pogecorporative.com/


Employed hundreds of indigenous peoples providing 
a living wage and cleaning up the environment



Sponsored 

Scholars



Sta. Cruz Cabangan

Candelaria San Felipe

Palauig 1 San Antonio 1 & 2

Palauig 2 San Antonio 3

Masinloc San Marcelino

Iba A
Subic

Iba B
Capitolyo

Botolan 2 Botolan 3

Program to Make People Bankable



Seagate Global affordable housing project in Bohol, 
Philippines, February 2019



Designed 

development 

plan for the 

President of  

Bougainville

1

2

3



Partnered with Trina Solar



Malaysia 
invites Seagate to 
implement its Smart 
Partnership in 
support of the 
Bumiputera Agenda 
in Malaysia



Seagate opens an office in Putrajaya to originate and 
service Government of Malaysia backed deals



Financed Solar Projects in Malaysia



Seagate delivers MYR4 million of steel under its Smart Partnership 
Program to the Heritage Trail Project to beautify downtown KL



Seagate creates a pipeline of almost  US$1 Billion for Government 
Employee Housing



Seagate  delivers its first affordable housing project in 
Malaysia under its Smart Partnership Program



Seagate starts to deliver on its pipeline of Government of 
Malaysia  PPAM employee affordable housing projects



64

From the Office of the Prime Minister, Teraju
RE: LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR THE SMART 
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM OF SEAGATE GLOBAL 
CAPITAL SDN BHD
4. “TERAJU fully supports initiatives of Seagate Global 
Capital through its Smart Partnership Program as 
consistent with the mission of Teraju.”
5. “… TERAJU stands ready to give any needed 
support…”



• Seagate has successfully completed the 
proof of concept for its Smart Partnership

• Now Seagate seeks to expand its program  in 
support of projects that help people and 
improve the environment 

• We have no interest in politics, only to help 
address basic human problems in areas that 
the current financial system is failing to 


